
September 28



Agenda

• Turn in prewrite

• MLA in text citations

• Turnitin.com on VISION

• Watch Beowulf

• How is the movie different from the epic poem?  Pay special attention to 

Grendel’s mother.



Citations

• Cite an anonymous poem as you would a poem with an author, but write the 

poem's title (in quotes for a short poem, or in an epic poem, italicize) in place 

of the poet's last name. For example:

• Beowulf states that Grendel is related to "monsters and elves and the walking 

dead, / And also those giants who fought against God" (112-113).

• As a descendant of Cain, Grendel is related to "monsters and elves and the 

walking dead, / And also those giants who fought against God" (Beowulf 112-

113).

• If you are using the explanation part of the poem, just use the page number 

where you would typically write the line numbers.



Works Cited Page:  Epic Poem in an Anthology
• Place Beowulf in your Works Cited list alphabetically under B. MLA citations traditionally begin with the name 

of the author, but since Beowulf's author is unknown, begin with the title.

• Because it is an epic poem, italicize the title of the poem and put a period after it. Capitalize the first letter of 

the word.

• Follow the italicized title of the poem with the title of the anthology, also typed in italics and followed by a 

period. Capitalize all words except articles unless an article is first word in the title.

• Abbreviate the title of editor next with just "Ed." and the editor's full name, first name first. Place a period after 

the editor's last name.

• Input the city of publication followed by a colon, the name of the publishing company and the year 

published separated by a comma. For example, "New York: Publisher, 2011."

• List the page numbers in the anthology where Beowulf is located in Arabic numerals with a hyphen between 

the first page number and the last. If the first digit(s) in the final page number are the same as in the first page 

number, write only the digits that differ in the citation, for example "221-76."

• Finish the citation with writing the medium of the publication. If you are using a physical book, type "Print."



Your Turn

• Grab an anthology.

• Follow the instructions and try your hand at writing a Works Cited entry for 

Beowulf.



Does yours look like this?

Beowulf.  The Language of Literature.  Ed. Arthur N. Applebee.  Evanston,  

Illinois:  McDougal Littell, 2000.  32 – 60.  Print.



Homework

• IR Part III due October 12.

• NEW: It will be due to VISION – NOT Google Classroom.


